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Abstract— In modern world the super markets are trying to 

impress the customers using attractive ideas to ease the 

customer’s shopping.  The 3s-system is a recent 

advancement where the process of integrating the RFID 

technology takes place. In our project we propose an idea 

where smart shopping system can be implemented by using 

IoT and Raspberry pi 3b. The RFID tag which is already 

used in the recent technology is replaced by the barcodes 

that are assigned to each product. The smart cart consists of 

a barcode scanner that is interfaced with the Raspberry pi 3b 

which scans the barcode of the products that are put in the 

cart and displays the details regarding the product to the 

customer by using a mobile application. In addition the cart 

also contains load cells which indicates the weight of each 

product put in the cart. An unscanned product is recognized 

by an alarm using a buzzer. The main server consists of all 

the details regarding the products in the mall and once the 

shopping is done by the customer, the bill gets updated in 

the centralized database using IOT. This will reduce the 

time taken while standing in queues for billing in the 

checkout. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world, electronic commerce has developed to 

such an extent to provide convenience, comfort and 

efficiency in day to day life.  To survive and thrive in 

competitive apparel retail industry, companies are expected 

to enhance customer shopping experience(CSE). The 

advertisements related to discounts and low price attracts the 

customers for shopping. 

As the decision of the customers vary depending on 

the individual thoughts, the CSE of a retail industry has to 

be improved in order to maintain their position in the 

competitions and also favoring the customers by reducing 

their time in shopping. Many steps were taken to reduce the 

efforts such as placing an order by telephone and cash to be 

paid on delivery. 

Now recent advancements are being done in 

reducing the time for shopping using automation as a key. 

Advancements based on Artificial Intelligence, Neural 

Networks, Genetic Algorithm and Fuzzy logic algorithm are 

at the early stage of development. 

In summary, this project aims to reduce the time of 

a customer in supermarkets using automated billing in order 

to reduce queues with the help of effectual Gyres. 

II. RELATED WORKS: 

Shraddha Nitnaware,et al(2017). Trolley is a common 

device which is used for shopping in supermarket but the 

billing is a tedious process. After the arrival of IOT the 

billing can be done easily. The ARM processor is used for 

processing and ESP (a device which uses Wi-Fi) is used for 

transmitting data to the central system the product data are 

also displayed using LCD for the customer notification.  The 

data are sent to centralized system and billing is done by the 

cashier easily this reduces the time for billing. Each product 

contains an RFID tag on scanning the details are sent to the 

central system. 

 
Fancesca Bertacchini, et al(2017).  we present a 

robotic shopping assistant, designed with a cognitive 

architecture, grounded in machine learning system, in order 

to study how the human robot interaction (HRI) is changing 

the shopping behavior in smart technological stores. 

Software environment of the NANO robot, connected to the 

internet with cloud services, we focused our design on two 

main skills the has to learn: first is the ability to acquire 

social input communicated by relevant clues that human 

provides about their emotional state. Second is sthe skill to 

express in turn its own emotional state. The social robotics 

and machine leaning systems the potential of robotics to 

assist people in real life situation will increase, providing a 

gentle customers acceptance of advanced technologies. 
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Ankush Yewatkar, et al (2016) The idea that is 

proposed here is the usage of the RFID and ZigBee modules 

are used.  Each cart will be having an RFID tag which emits 

a radio frequency of certain range is received by a RFID 

reader in each cart, the centralized system is used as 

reference for billing. During the selection of a product the 

details related to the product also appear. The RFID tag is 

also used for the security purpose where the RFID tag which 

is associated with the product is scanned at the exit point for 

any malpractice. If the product is not scanned and billing has 

not been don’t at the counter the at the exit point a buzzer or 

the alarm gives the indication. 

 

 
Bhasha Chaure, et al (2016) states that, shopping 

malls are being a part of our day today’s life and our 

interests for fast and reliable shopping is growing. In this 

paper, every shopping cart is executed with an Item 

Identification Device(IID) that contains a micro-controller, 

LCD, standardized barcode reader, load cell and a Wi-Fi 

Module. The item which is picked is scanned and the 

information regarding the item is sent to the Base Station 

through Wi-Fi and this makes the billing process consume 

less time. 

 
You-Chiun Wang, et al(2016) The paper proposes 

a sensor-based smart shopping cart (3S-cart) system by 

using the context-aware ability of sensors to detect the 

behavior of customers, and respond to them in real time. A 

prototype of 3S-cart is implemented by encapsulating 

modularized sensors in a box to be put on shopping carts. In 

the product-navigation application, a customer asks the 

system to find an unhindered, shortest path to comfortably 

obtain the desired product. The paper contributes in 

exploiting the sensor technology to provide interactive 

shopping in supermarkets, and addressing the prototyping 

experience and potential applications of the proposed 3S-

cart system. 

 
Ajay Kumar, et al (2016) suggests that our kitchens 

are always occupied with LPG cylinders which help us in 

cooking, but this can be dangerous and life threatening. 

Hence it requires constant vigilance to reduce the danger. In 

this paper we have implemented the use of weighing sensor 

which can measure the weight of the cylinder and regularly 

update the user about the gas left in the cylinder. Moreover 

everyone is busy in their daily life in the present time and it 

is difficult to know the status of the cylinder. This system 

will register your booking through GSM technology by 

sending SMS to the distributed company and also sends an 

alert message to the user. It is very helpful for people living 

alone in their old age. 
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Anu Priya.S.L, et al(2016) The main purpose of 

this paper is to reduce the shopping time the develop system 

consists of ARM7 microcontroller, 16*2 LCD display unit, 

RFID reader, RFID tags, ZIGBEE transceiver and a battery 

power source. All the items are equipped with RFID tags 

and once an item is picked, the code will be detected and 

send to the billing counter. LCD display helps the user to 

find the details of the items which are picked. Once the 

shopping  is done all the details of the product are generated 

in the shopping card and at the same time all the information 

regarding  the product are sent to the database  server 

through the wireless ZIGBEE transmitter. At the billing 

counter the total bill is transfer to the PC by a wireless 

ZIGBEE receiver. 

 
P. Iyappan, et al (2016) Ubiquitous computing is 

one of the growing technologies which is exploring different 

ways to let smart devices to function without the user’s 

effort. When it comes to shopping, we implement the use of 

RFID technology in order to make our shopping in a smarter 

way but however RFID Technology is not that efficient 

when it comes to cost. To overcome this, we implement the 

use of Smart Arduino Based Intelligent Shopping 

Architecture where the trolley is enabled with a device 

consisting of an Arduino Board programmed with the details 

of the product and it involves wired mechanism. This makes 

the best use of cost effectiveness. 

 
Saral Nigam et al(2016)the recent advancements in 

the embedded technology led to the development of the 

Raspberry pi which acts like a CPU. In this paper the 

Raspberry pi B+ v1.2 development board is used along with 

RFID.  Each product is associated with a its details such as 

price, discount rates. A common display board is kept at 

specific locations for the user’s convenience. If the user 

wants to buy a product all the guidance are provided to pick 

the product form the stack, this helps the user reducing the 

time of shopping.  The raspberry pi is used to transfer the 

selected product to the central system. 

 
S.Anusha,et al(2015)Home automation is the 

process where the appliances in home are controlled using 

IOT. This process of controlling is done using the 

application that is specifically designed for the android 

mobile and the embedded circuit is interfaced with the 

mobile. The ATmega328 is a micro controller which is used 

to give the AT command which helps the user to identify 

active appliances. The mobile commands are received by the 

circuit and are decoded and are used for processing.  Using 

the on/off commands in mobile the appliances can be 

switched on/off. 
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S.H.Choi, et al (2015) The customers experience 

on shopping is also a best way to increase the sales, for this 

process an application has been developed using Intelligent 

Fuzzy Screening algorithm where the total details of the 

goods in the super market and the availability of the product 

are displayed .  The products details including the discounts, 

location of the product in the supermarket are displayed .It 

reduces the searching time of product for the customers. If 

the customer selects the product then the complete guidance 

of the product is given to the customer. 

 
Jiang-Liang Hou, et al(2010) Modern market have 

put intensive effort on commodity arrangement in order to 

satisfy the consume demands on commodity purchase, most 

of the markets do not provide the satisfactory shopping 

services to consumers and spend lot of time for commodity 

selection. Therefore, regarding the shopping services of a 

modern market, this research develops a customized 

commodity recommendation algorithm and a shopping route 

determination and guiding algorithm. A shopping service 

system(3s-system) is established by integrating the RFID 

technology. The consumer demands, consumer shopping 

preferences and market promotion plans, this system 

proposes an integrated, heuristic methodology to provide a 

customized purchase list. A shopping service system (3s-

system) is established and a stimulated market is created in 

order to verify the feasibility of the proposed model. This 

system can offer customers appropriate shopping route 

recommendation in a short time and achieve a real time 

guiding. As a result the shopping service quality of modern 

markets can be enhanced and the sales volume of 

commodities can be increased. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

We have a drawback of using wired mechanisms and we 

also face an issue where the trolleys are being pulled by 

customers physically. To overcome this we have 

implemented the usage of RFID tag which is given to the 

customer which helps the cart to follow the customer 

automatically and more over the RFID tag which is 

programmed in such a way that it is contended only to a 

single item at a time is replaced by a barcode reader that is 

attached to the cart which helps the customer to scan all the 

products that are being purchased. 
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